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Abstract

In this paper, we study the traffic-aware resource allocation problem for a system with mixed traffic

types. The considered framework encompasses real-time (RT) users having strict QoS requirements (in

terms of amount of data and latency), and best-effort (BE) users for which the system tries to strike a

balance between throughput and fairness. The resource allocation problem is studied in different contexts:

orthogonal and non-orthogonal multiple access (OMA and NOMA respectively) in either centralized

or distributed antenna systems (CAS and DAS respectively). Following the formulation of the resource

optimization problem, we propose a low complexity suboptimal solution based on matching theory

for each system context. We also propose an iterative approach to determine the number of subbands

per antenna for the DAS contexts. The proposed techniques aim at guaranteeing the requirements of

RT users while maximizing the utility function of BE users. Simulation results show that the proposed

allocation method based on matching theory greatly outperforms a previously proposed greedy approach,

especially in terms of RT users satisfaction.

Index Terms

Mixed traffic types, latency, resource allocation, matching theory, NOMA, DAS.

I. INTRODUCTION

The explosive growth in connectivity and information sharing brought by the proliferation of

IoT applications has been paving the way towards the 5th generation of cellular networks. 5G

systems are expected to fulfill a certain set of diverse requirements [1]. In addition to increasing

the achieved data rates, they are expected to accommodate a massive number of connected
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devices deployed to enable different applications. These span various sectors (e.g. autonomous

vehicles, automated control, e-health, virtual reality, etc.) and should co-exist with traditional

applications (e.g. file download, web browsing, etc.). However, the new envisioned applications

have very different requirements, compared to traditional services, in terms of data rate, latency

and reliability. As a result, 5G systems must adopt new technologies to cope with mixed or

heterogeneous traffic models.

Resource allocation for mixed traffic types was previously investigated in the literature. In

[2], the authors adopted utility theory for a system consisting of real-time (RT) and best-effort

(BE) users, and proposed a heuristic algorithm to solve the resource allocation problem, based on

Lagrange multipliers. In [3] and [4], after partitioning users among different classes based on their

requirements, the priority of each user was calculated using fuzzy logic before scheduling the

most urgent ones. In [5], the authors proposed a heuristic to perform QoS-based scheduling for

small-cell users. They also developed an admission control algorithm to enhance the scheduling

policy. Network coordination was employed to enhance the performance of RT users in [6] and

minimize the amount of resources needed by RT users, increasing their availability for BE users.

This minimization was also the target of [7] where a scalable transmission time interval (TTI)

was adapted to the data and latency requirements of the users.

With the exception of [8] and [9], all previous studies on resource allocation for mixed traffic

employed orthogonal multiple access (OMA) to enable different users to simultaneously access

the spectrum. This orthogonality aims at limiting inter-user interference. Although OMA benefits

from both, good system level performance and a simplified receiver design, it suffers from several

drawbacks. First, the number of admitted users in OMA systems is limited by the number of

available frequency subbands. Also, OMA restricts the allocation of each subband to one user

only. This results in a poor overall spectral efficiency, as was also noted by [10], especially if

the allocated resource exceeds the requirements of the scheduled user or if the latter suffers

from poor channel conditions. Since 5G systems are expected to provide massive connectivity

for users with very heterogeneous requirements, OMA is becoming a limiting factor for system

design. Hence, there is a need to diverge towards new radio access technologies with better

support for the changing needs of connected devices.

From an information-theoretical point of view, it is well-known that non-orthogonal user

multiplexing using superposition coding at the transmitter and proper decoding techniques at

the receiver not only outperforms orthogonal multiplexing, but is also optimal in the sense of
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achieving the capacity region of the downlink broadcast channel [11]. As a result, non-orthogonal

multiple access (NOMA) emerged as a promising multiple access technology for 5G systems

[12]–[14]. NOMA allows multiple users to be scheduled on the same time-frequency resource by

multiplexing them in the power domain. At the receiver side, successive interference cancellation

(SIC) is performed to retrieve superimposed signals. By allowing multiple users to access the

same resource, NOMA enhances spectral efficiency and increases the number of admitted users

which is necessary to achieve massive connectivity, rendering NOMA a promising solution to

support mixed traffic systems. In fact, in a mixed traffic system where some users have rate

requirements and others aim to maximize theirs, NOMA enables the sharing of one subband

between two users of the two categories. That way, if the rate requirement of a user is low, the

system spectral efficiency is not penalized as in an OMA system as another user can benefit

from the same subband. Moreover, NOMA enables the spectrum to be overloaded which ensures

the accommodation and the satisfaction of a higher number of users when compared to OMA

scheduling.

Resource allocation for NOMA systems has been extensively studied with different perfor-

mance measures. To name a few, the weighted sum rate of a NOMA system was maximized in

[15]; however the proposed method has exponential complexity. Maximizing system fairness was

the target of [16], minimizing the used power subject to rate requirements was the target of the

works in [17] and [18]. Considering a millimeter wave system with mixed traffic, [9] proposed

an algorithm for user grouping, then determined the optimal power allocation to maximize the

spectral efficiency of BE users while serving RT users with their rate requirements. However,

[9] restricted RT users to be scheduled as second users in NOMA, i.e. users not performing SIC,

which decreases the probability of satisfying their needs.

In addition to NOMA, distributed antenna systems (DAS) and their evolution to cloud radio

access networks (C-RAN) were recently introduced as promising network architectures. By using

multiple remote radio heads (RRHs) coordinated by a central controller, DAS enable higher

capacities and increased coverage. To further enhance system performance, the combination of

NOMA and DAS or C-RAN was given some attention in recent literature. In [19] and [20],

the authors used NOMA in the transmission from the central controller to various RRHs. They

proposed a power allocation scheme between the RRHs as well as an algorithm that finds the

optimal number of BSs in order to guarantee the cell-edge user requirement in [19] or maximize

the energy efficiency (EE) in [20]. [21] considered an uplink setting, where the RRHs cooperate
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to remove the interference brought by NOMA. In [22], the outage probability of a downlink two-

user C-RAN system was derived using stochastic geometry. In [23], several joint subcarrier, RRH

and power allocation techniques were proposed for reducing the total transmit power in each

cell, using proper combinations of NOMA with DAS. However, none of these works investigated

the use of NOMA and DAS to accommodate mixed traffic systems.

To achieve the full-potential of NOMA in the DAS settings, RRH and sub-channel assignment,

as well as power allocation must be optimized jointly. However, this results in a mixed-integer

optimization problem which is NP-hard and for which the optimal solution is found by exhaustive

search. That said, exhaustive search has a prohibitive complexity for practical systems. Therefore,

suboptimal but more efficient resource allocation techniques are preferred in practice.

In a previous work [8], we proposed a greedy algorithm to perform resource allocation for a

mixed traffic system consisting of RT and BE users. In the current work, we study the resource

allocation problem with a focus on antenna and subband assignment under different system

configurations. To tackle the assignment problem in an efficient manner, the antenna and subband

assignment problem is cast as a matching game. The primary goal of the proposed solution

is to ensure the satisfaction of RT users through guaranteeing their rate requirements. Then,

when possible, the introduced technique must maximize both the data rates and fairness of BE

users. The study is conducted in different system settings combining DAS or centralized antenna

systems (CAS) with different signaling technologies, namely OMA and NOMA, to compare their

performance in the mixed traffic context.

Matching theory-based algorithms for resource allocation have recently gained significant

attention. In [24], the authors considered a hybrid C-RAN system with D2D communications

and adopted matching theory to perform the subband-RRH assignment. However, to simplify the

problem, they supposed that the user-RRH association is done beforehand and restricted each

user to be assigned to one antenna and access one subband only. Similarly, in the context of

NOMA, [25] developed a user pairing technique based on matching theory. In [26] and [27], an

algorithm based on matching theory was proposed to perform subband allocation for users and

D2D pairs respectively. However, to the best of our knowledge, no previous work considered

the application of matching theory to solve the subband assignment problem for mixed traffic

in a NOMA-DAS system. More specifically, none of the previously proposed matching theory-

based algorithms for NOMA systems ensured that rate requirements are met. Furthermore, in the

DAS settings, the restrictions made by previous algorithms on antenna and subband assignment
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are unrealistic in practice, and are introduced only to simplify the resource allocation problem.

Indeed, the work in [24] assumed that the assignment of users to the distributed antennas is

done beforehand. In addition, almost all previous studies in this context restricted each user to

be assigned to one antenna and to access one subband only, while others [28] considered that

the spectrum consists of one subband to bypass the subband assignment step.

Contrary to previous works, the method proposed in this paper is the first to provide a joint

solution for the assignment problem at hand while allowing each user to access any number of

RRHs and subbands simultaneously. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

• After formulating the performance measures for both RT and BE users, we propose an

optimization problem to conduct resource allocation in the considered framework. To ensure

successful SIC decoding at the receiver side, the optimization problem takes into account

the NOMA power multiplexing constraints for users scheduled on each subband. These

constraints state that the signal that is to be decoded first must have a higher power level

than the other received signals, so that it is detectable at the receiver side. Note that the power

multiplexing constraints were mostly neglected in previous works dealing with matching

theory to simplify the analysis.

• We consider different system settings, namely OMA-CAS, OMA-DAS, NOMA-CAS and

NOMA-DAS for performance comparison. More precisely, OMA-CAS (NOMA-CAS resp.)

corresponds to a CAS setting employing OMA signaling (NOMA signaling resp.), whereas

OMA-DAS (NOMA-DAS resp.) corresponds to a DAS setting employing OMA signaling

(NOMA signaling resp.). For each scenario, we formulate the channel allocation problem as

a one-to-many matching game. We then propose algorithms based on the deferred acceptance

(DA) [29] method to solve the channel allocation in each of the considered settings. To

the best of our knowledge, no previous study has considered the use of matching theory

to resolve the mixed traffic resource allocation problem, combining DAS and NOMA. It

should also be noted that none of the previous works applying matching theory to solve the

resource allocation problem for a NOMA system incorporated rate requirements into their

analysis, which is not the case for the current work. Moreover, the proposed algorithms can

be easily applied to solve other problems with different objectives in the different considered

system settings. This can be done by modifying the preference relations of the users and,

in the case of systems with one user type only, slightly adapting the different algorithms.

• For the NOMA-CAS and NOMA-DAS system settings, a hybrid NOMA system is devised
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using matching theory, where subbands are either allocated to single users or user-pairs in

such a way to optimize system performance. Moreover, an algorithm that overcomes the

need for a swapping phase to deal with the interdependencies between users’ preferences

is introduced.

• We prove that the proposed algorithm, for each of the considered system settings, converges

to a stable solution within a limited number of iterations.

• For the DAS setting, no a priori information about the assignment of subbands or users to

the different RRHs is assumed as was done in most previous works in the DAS context,

such as [24], [30], [31]. Moreover, contrary to previous works, users are not restricted to

be assigned to one predefined antenna and one subband only. Instead, an iterative approach

is proposed to determine this assignment and its convergence is proved.

• Through simulation results, the proposed method is shown to achieve a better performance

than a previous method introduced in [8], especially in terms of the percentage of RT users

that meet their QoS requirements.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section II, the system model is described.

Sections III, IV, V present the proposed algorithms to solve the resource allocation problem in

OMA-CAS, OMA-DAS, NOMA (CAS and DAS) respectively. The properties of the proposed

algorithms are analyzed in Section VI. Finally, simulation results are presented in Section VII,

before drawing the conclusion in Section VIII.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. System Description

BE 
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S4

S1 

RT User

BE User
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Fig. 1: System Model
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Consider a downlink system as shown in Fig. 1 with K single-antenna users uniformly

deployed over a cell. The total system bandwidth B is divided into S subbands, leading to a

bandwidth of Bc = B/S per subband. In this work, different system configurations are studied.

More precisely, we consider both CAS and DAS settings: CAS consists of one antenna located

at the cell center, with a power budget PCAS , whereas in DAS, A single-antenna RRHs are

uniformly deployed over the cell. Each antenna has a total power budget of PDAS . For multiple

access, OMA as well as NOMA, which enables up to Ns users to be non-orthogonally multiplexed

over a subband s, are considered. Hence, the different studied system configurations are OMA-

CAS, OMA-DAS, NOMA-CAS and NOMA-DAS. The sets of users, subbands and RRHs will

be respectively denoted by K,S and A.

When DAS is considered, a subband can only be assigned to one antenna during a scheduling

slot to limit intra-cell interference. When NOMA is adopted for multiple access, the messages

of up to Ns users are superposed and transmitted over subband s. This results in co-channel

interference between the collocated users. Therefore, user k applies SIC [32] before demodulating

its own signal, resulting in the following achieved rate:

Rt
k,s,a = Bc log2

1 +
ptk,s,a(h

t
k,s,a)

2∑
k′∈Itk,s,a

ptk′,s,a(h
t
k,s,a)

2 +N0Bc

 . (1)

In (1), ptk,s,a and htk,s,a are respectively the transmit power and the channel gain of user k

over subband s when assigned to antenna a at timeslot t. N0 is the noise power spectral density.

The first term in the denominator reflects the interference experienced by user k from users in

Itk,s,a = {(k′ ∈ Ss \ {k})∩
(
htk′,s,a > htk,s,a

)
}, i.e. users scheduled on subband s and having a higher

channel gain than k on s, when the latter is assigned to antenna a.

SIC results in a significant complexity increase at the receiver side; therefore, in this study,

the maximum value of Ns is restricted to 2, ∀s ∈ S.

B. User Characteristics

In this work, we differentiate between two user classes characterized by different requirements.

1) BE users: This category includes users running delay-tolerant, rate-demanding applications

such as file download or web browsing. The goal of these users is to maximize both achieved

data rates and system fairness. The performance measure for BE users is therefore chosen to be:

M t
BE(x

t,pt) =

KBE∑
k=1

A∑
a=1

S∑
s=1

xtkBE ,s,aR
t
kBE ,s,af

(
T t
kBE

)
, (2)
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where xtkBE ,s,a
= 1 if kBE is scheduled on s when the latter is assigned to antenna a, and 0

otherwise. pt is the power allocation vector and f is a measure of system fairness that depends

on the average data rate T tkBE
of each BE user until the beginning of timeslot t. T tkBE

is updated

at the beginning of each timeslot according to:

T t
kBE

=

(
1− 1

tc

)
T t−1
kBE

+
1

tc
Rt−1

kBE
. (3)

In (3), tc is the averaging window and Rt−1
kBE

is the total rate of user kBE at timeslot (t− 1).

The expression of (2) is a generic form that can enclose a wide range of specific performance

metrics. A common trait of these metrics is the combination of the achieved rate and the system

fairness in the scheduling decision. If the expression of (2) did not include the achieved through-

put term, the scheduler would optimize system fairness, while penalizing the achieved sum

rate. In contrast, if this expression did not include the fairness measure, the system throughput

would be maximized by only scheduling users with a high channel gain, hence achieving a

low system fairness. Therefore, to optimize performance, both the achieved throughput and the

fairness measure need to be accounted for in the expression of (2). The maximum of (2) for

BE users is reached when the product between their achieved rates and the fairness between

them is maximized. Hence, by adopting this measure, a tradeoff between the maximization of

the achieved rates and that of user fairness is reached. This tradeoff can be efficiently reached

by the well known proportional fairness (PF) scheduler [12], known to achieve the best balance

between rate and system fairness. In fact, the PF metric is one of the expressions embodied by

(2), and will be adopted later on in the proposed solutions.

2) RT users: This category includes users running latency-constrained applications. While

some applications require only a small rate (e.g. autonomous cars or sensor applications), others

are more bandwidth-hungry (e.g. virtual reality). Therefore, RT users are characterized by a strict

latency limit LkRT
(expressed as an integer number of timeslots) as well as a requested amount

of data bits Dreq
kRT

. Their satisfaction depends upon receiving Dreq
kRT

prior to their latency limit. In

this work, Dreq
kRT

is equally divided among the timeslots preceding the latency limit. Hence, from

the start of the scheduling period till the end of timeslot t, each user kRT needs to be allocated

a number of bits equal to:

Dreq,t
kRT

= tDreq
kRT

/LkRT
. (4)
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Dreq,t
kRT

is an increasing function of the current timeslot index t and Dreq
kRT

and decreasing in LkRT
.

Hence, its value increases when the latency limit is small, the total required number of bits is

large and when the current timeslot index approaches the latency limit.
Adopting Dreq,t

kRT
as the number of required bits at timeslot t leads to the following required

rate in timeslot t:
Rreq,t

kRT
=
Dreq,t

kRT
−Dach,t−1

kRT

τ
, (5)

where τ is the timeslot duration and Dach,t−1
kRT

denotes the received number of bits by kRT at the

end of the previous timeslot (t− 1).
Let ItkRT

(xt,pt) be a measure of the satisfaction of kRT defined by:

ItkRT
(xt,pt) =


1 if

A∑
a=1

S∑
s=1

xtkRT ,s,aR
t
kRT ,s,a ≥ R

req,t
kRT

,

0 otherwise.
(6)

In (6), ItkRT
(xt,pt) = 1, and hence user kRT is satisfied if the current resource and power

allocation scheme allows it to achieve a sum rate that is at least equal to its requested rate

Rreq,t
kRT

, which is calculated to allow user kRT to reach its requested number of data bits before its

latency limit. In the opposite case, kRT is not satisfied with the current allocation which reflects

in having ItkRT
(xt,pt) = 0.

Having (6) at hand, we propose to formulate the optimization function for all RT users as:

M t
RT (x

t,pt) =

KRT∑
k=1

ItkRT
(xt,pt). (7)

Using the above formulation, (7) measures the number of RT users having received their requested

data rate at each timeslot t. Hence, at the end of the latency period of all RT users, (7) finds

the number of satisfied RT users, i.e. users having received the totality of requested data bits.

For concision purposes, the timeslot index t will be dropped in the following when there is

no confusion. Table I contains the main notation used throughout this paper.

C. Optimization Problem

Having defined the performance measures to be maximized for both user types, the following
optimization problem must be solved at each time slot:

max
a,p

(2), (7) (8)
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TABLE I: Notation Table

K Total number of users KRT ,KBE Number of RT and BE users resp.

S Number of subbands Ss Set of users scheduled on subband s

A Number of distributed antennas
N = {Na, Vector containing the number of subbands

a ∈ A} assigned to each antenna

N0 Noise power spectral density Bc Subband bandwidth

PCAS , Power per antenna in the CAS and
Pa Power per subband on antenna a

PDAS DAS settings resp.

t Timeslot index Kactive Set of active users

ptk,s,a
Power allocated to user k on subband s

htk,s,a
Channel gain of user k on subband s

and antenna a at timeslot t and antenna a at timeslot t

Rt
k,s,a

Rate achieved by user k on subband s
T t
k

Average rate achieved by user k before

and antenna a at timeslot t reaching timeslot t

Mt
RT , Satisfaction measure of RT and BE users Ut

RT (., s), Utility of RT and BE users resp. on

Mt
BE resp. at timeslot t Ut

BE(., s) subband s at timeslot t

Lk, Latency limit and number of requested
R

req,t
k , Dreq,t

k

Required rate and required number of bits

D
req
k data bits of user k of user k at timeslot t

Ψ Matching outcome PL Preference list

M(s), Matching set and applying user set of
vk,ap

Proposing virtual user relative to user

AS(s) subband s resp. k on antenna a

such that
∑
a∈A

xk,s,a ≤ 1, ∀(k, s) ∈ K × S (8a)

∑
k∈K

xk,s,a ≤ 2, ∀(s, a) ∈ S ×A (8b)

∑
k∈K

∑
s∈S

Ps,axk,s,a ≤ P, ∀a ∈ A (8c)

pk1,(s,a) < pk2,(s,a) ∀(s, a),∈ S ×A (8d)

xk,s,a ∈ {0, 1}. (8e)

Constraint (8a) restricts each subband to be assigned to one antenna only in the DAS case while

(8b) limits the maximum number of users per subband to 2. (8c) is the power budget per antenna,

where P = PCAS (resp. P = PDAS) in the CAS setting (resp. DAS setting). Denoting by k1 and

k2 the users scheduled on (s, a) s.t. hk1,s,a > hk2,s,a, k2 must be allocated a higher power value

than user k1 as expressed in (8d) to guarantee SIC stability [8], [33], i.e. successful decoding

at the user side. Indeed, as shown in [34], the power of the weak user must be strictly greater

than that of the strong user. In the opposite case, the outage probabilities of the users will be

always one. Note that (8) is formulated for the general case of a NOMA-DAS system, the other

system configurations being special cases of it.

The optimization problem in (8) has two objectives. Since the applications of RT users are
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time sensitive and can be considered as “more urgent” than BE applications, satisfying RT users

is given a higher priority in the proposed solutions. Moreover, (8) is a mixed-integer multi-

objective optimization problem for which an optimal solution is computationally intractable. If

equal power repartition between subbands assigned to the same antenna is assumed, solving (8)

consists of finding the optimal subband and antenna assignment. Therefore, we invoke the two-

sided matching theory framework to obtain a suboptimal solution for the formulated problem.

III. MATCHING THEORY IN THE OMA-CAS CONTEXT

A. Definition

To develop a low-complexity solution for (8), the subband assignment problem can be modeled

as a two-sided one-to-many matching game. In this model, the set of subbands S and the set of

users K = KRT ∪KBE form two disjoint sets of selfish and rational agents. In this first context,

a subband s can be assigned to at most one user while a user k can be matched with more than

one subband. If a user k is scheduled on subband s, (k, s) forms a matching pair. Note that,

since only a single central base station is involved in the current CAS context, the antenna index

a will be dropped from all involved variables.

A one-to-many matching Ψ is defined as a mapping from the set K ∪ S into the set of all

subsets of K ∪ S such that for each k ∈ K and s ∈ S:

1) Ψ(k) ⊆ S, ∀k ∈ K

2) Ψ(s) ⊆ K,∀s ∈ S

3) |Ψ(s)| = 1,∀s ∈ S

4) s ∈ Ψ(k)⇔ k ∈ Ψ(s)

To reach a final matching Ψ, each player p builds a preference relation �p over the players

from the other set. Using these predefined preference relations, players dynamically interact with

each other to reach a stable matching. Ψ is stable when there are no user k and subband s that

are not matched together, but prefer each other over their partners Ψ(k) and Ψ(s), respectively.

Hence, the subband assignment problem can be represented by the tuple (S,K,�s,�k).

B. Preference Lists

To decide on the outcome of the game, each user k builds a preference list PLk over the set

of subbands. PLk is sorted in a descending order based on the channel gain experienced by user

k over all subbands in the set S. In other words, PLk is based on Definition 1.
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Definition 1. Assuming equal inter-subband power allocation, users base their preferences on

the channel gains over different subbands. Put differently, user k prefers subband si over sj , i.e.

si �k sj , where si, sj ∈ S, if hk,si > hk,sj .

Similarly each subband si bases its preferences over the set of users based on Definition 2.

Definition 2. Subbands must account for the heterogeneity of users while building their pref-

erence lists by always preferring RT users over BE users, since they have the highest priority.

Therefore, we define the preference relation of subband si as:

kRT �si kBE ,∀si ∈ S, kRT ∈ KRT and kBE ∈ KBE .

In addition to preferring RT users, subbands must also be able to separately prioritize among
the set of RT users and that of BE users. Therefore, at timeslot t, the following utility metric,
inspired by the proposed metrics of [4], [5], is introduced for RT users:

U t
RT (k

l
RT , si) =

Rt
kl
RT ,si

Rt
kl
RT

× t

Lkl
RT

. (9)

In (9), Rt
klRT ,si

denotes the achievable rate by klRT over subband si if matched together at timeslot

t and Rt
klRT

is the rate already achieved by klRT before reaching timeslot t. (9) is proportional to

the achieved rate of user kRT over subband si, and to the timeslot index t. Therefore, the users

with the highest priorities are those who would benefit the most from subband si in terms of

rate, and who have most approached their latency limit. Moreover, (9) is inversely proportional

to Rt
klRT

as well as to the latency limit of user kRT . By considering t, U tRT (klRT , si) grows larger

as t increases. Also, by accounting for the latency limit LktRT
, U tRT (klRT , si) is increased for a

more stringent latency requirement. In addition to considering the time and latency limits, (9)

captures the transmission rate of ktRT if it were scheduled on si. Hence, this enables users with

a better channel quality to have a higher priority during scheduling, therefore increasing spectral

efficiency. Last, by also accounting for the achieved data rate of ktRT prior to reaching timeslot

t, (9) achieves a certain fairness between RT users by prioritizing users that have not previously

achieved a large enough throughput.

Each subband si bases its preferences over RT users according to the following definition.

Definition 3. At timeslot t, subband si prefers klRT over kmRT , i.e. klRT �si kmRT , if U tRT
(
klRT , si

)
>

U tRT (kmRT , si).
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Similarly, subbands must differentiate between BE users, and the utility metric should strike a

tradeoff between fairness and rate maximization. Hence, the PF scheduler metric [12] is adopted:

U t
BE

(
klBE , si

)
=
Rt

kl
BE ,si

T t
kl
BE

. (10)

It should be noted that (10) aims to maximize the performance measure for BE users formulated

in (2), as the fairness measure f(T tkBE
) in (2) is represented by the weight 1/T tkBE

in (10).

Each subband si bases its preferences over BE users at timeslot t according to Definition 4.

Definition 4. Subband si prefers klBE over kmBE , i.e. klBE �si kmBE , if U tBE
(
klBE, si

)
> U tBE (kmBE, si).

Having defined the preference relations for both sets of players, the proposed algorithm to

solve the formulated matching game is described next.

C. Proposed OMA-CAS DA Algorithm

Since users have different priority levels, the classical DA algorithm [35] cannot be directly

used to solve the considered matching game. That is why, in Algorithm 1, a priority-aware version

of the DA algorithm suitable for the studied context in the OMA-CAS setting is proposed.

Initially, the set of active users Kactive is built; it includes all RT users that have not yet received

their requested data rate and all BE users. Each user k ∈ Kactive builds its preference list PLk,

whereas each subband si initializes its matching set M(si) consisting of the user to which it is

assigned throughout the algorithm. At the first iteration of the algorithm, M(si) = ∅,∀si ∈ S .

In the first phase of the algorithm, each user k applies to its most preferred subband, i.e. the

very first element in PLk. Each subband si receiving proposals forms an applying user set

AS(si), to which it adds all proposing users as well as the user to which it was matched at the

previous iteration of the algorithm. Note that AS(si) can be empty if none of the users apply

to si and M(si) = ∅. Having a system with heterogeneous users, subband si must prioritize RT

users in the decision phase. Therefore, for each subband si receiving user proposals, i.e. having

AS(si) 6= ∅, if RT users are among the applicants, the most preferred RT user according to (9),

k∗RT , is accepted by si. All users in AS(si) \ {k∗RT} are rejected and Kactive is updated to reflect

the resulting rate requirement changes. However, if a subband receives applications from BE

users only, it accepts the most preferred BE user according to (10) and rejects all others. At the

end of the second phase of the algorithm, every user removes the subband that it proposed to
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at the current iteration from its preference list. This process continues until the preference lists

of all active users are empty. Upon termination, the optimal matching result is obtained.

IV. MATCHING THEORY IN THE OMA-DAS CONTEXT

A. DAS Matching Game Model and Algorithm

In this section, we aim to apply matching theory to solve the subband allocation problem in

the DAS context. However, the DAS layout brings a new dimension into the resource allocation

problem: antenna association. In addition to the user-subband assignment of the CAS context, it

is also necessary to decide on the serving antenna for each subband assigned to a user. This new

dimension complicates the problem considerably and renders the application of matching theory

challenging. In fact, since we have to associate each user with a subband and an antenna, we are

faced with a three-dimensional matching problem for which a stable solution is not guaranteed

to exist [36].

Most previous studies on resource allocation in distributed settings make some assumptions

with the aim of making the problem tractable. For example, [28] focused on antenna selection

and power allocation to maximize the EE of a DAS setting, where the spectrum was assumed

to consist of one subband only. However, in practical systems, this assumption does not hold.

Maximizing the EE was also the purpose of [31], where the authors associated the user with

the antenna providing the best average SINR, before proceeding with the subband and power

allocation steps. Although the antenna selection scheme may seem logical, it might result in an

antenna being associated a large number of users. This decreases the power available to each

user on that antenna and some users may benefit from being assigned to other, less congested

antennas. Moreover, in [31], a user was constrained to be associated with one antenna only,

and all RRHs have access to the whole spectrum which increases the interference. In [30], the

subband and power allocation steps were separated. For the subband assignment, the number of

subbands per antenna was estimated based on the average path-loss of the users, and the actual

subband assignment was performed with the aim of maximizing proportional fairness.

In the current work, a user is not restricted to be assigned to a unique antenna. Moreover,

a subband can be assigned to one antenna only to limit interference. In addition to that, no a

priori information about the distribution of subbands among RRHs is assumed. To overcome

these challenges, the concept of virtual users is introduced, in which each user is duplicated into

A virtual users, A being the number of antennas in the cell. This leads to a total of K×A virtual
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users with each virtual user representing the potential association of a real user and a serving

antenna. This transformation recovers the two-dimensional aspect of the resource allocation

problem, which makes it possible to find a solution using matching theory.

As in the CAS case, the sets of players in the matching game as well as the preference lists

must be defined. In the DAS context, the sets participating in the matching game are the set of

virtual users KV , consisting of RT and BE virtual users, and the set of subbands S. Virtual users

and subbands also build their preference relations according to Definition 1 and 2 respectively.

However, the algorithm conceived for the CAS case is revisited.

First, allowing each active virtual user to propose to its most preferred subband might result in

a real user being allocated more than one subband at each iteration. Although inconsistent with

the nature of the matching game, this variation was compared to a second one that restricts each

real user to apply through one virtual user only. Simulations showed that the second variation

yields better results. Therefore, at each iteration, among virtual users pertaining to the same

real user, only one is allowed to propose to its most preferred subband. This virtual user is

selected to guarantee the best performance among virtual users relative to the same real user.

Put differently, each real user must aim to be assigned to the antenna guaranteeing the best

performance. However, the choice should not only take into consideration the channel gains of

the users. In fact, the power levels of the subbands generally differ between antennas, depending

on the respective congestion levels of the antennas. Consequently, the power level per subband

on each antenna should also be considered in the decision process. Assuming equal inter-subband

power allocation on each antenna, the power allocated to each subband assigned to antenna a

(hence to each virtual user associated with a) is given by: Pa = PDAS

Na
. Na is the number of

subbands assigned to antenna a, the derivation of which will be detailed in section IV-B. Then,

each real user chooses the proposing virtual user according to Definition 5.

Definition 5. Proposing virtual user vk,ap representing the association of real user k with antenna
a is the one satisfying:

vk,ap = argmax
vk,a′ ,

a′=1,··· ,A

(
Pa′ × h2vk,a′ ,s∗

vk,a′

)
. (11)

In (11), vk,a′ represents the virtual user associated to antenna a′ and relating to real user k.

s∗
vk,a′

is the preferred subband of virtual user vk,a′ , i.e. the very first one in its preference list

PLvk,a′ . Choosing the proposing user following (11) ensures that real users are matched with
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their best subbands and antennas, in terms of rate maximization.

Algorithm 1 summarizes the proposed DA resource allocation algorithm in the OMA-DAS

context, when Na,∀a ∈ A, is known.

Algorithm 1 Priority-Aware OMA DA Algorithm
Input: KRT ,KBE ,HRT ,HBE ,R

req
RT ,LRT ,TBE , t,N

Output: ART ,ABE ,RRT ,RBE // ART (resp. ABE) is the assignment matrix of RT users (resp. BE users) to
subbands and antennas while RRT (resp. RBE) denotes their achieved rates over each (subband, antenna) pair
Initialization:

1: if CAS setting then
2: KRT

active =
{
kRT ∈ KRT /R

req
kRT

> 0
}
,Kactive = KBE ∪ KRT

active.
3: else if DAS setting then
4: Construct virtual user sets Kv

RT and Kv
BE .

5: KRT,v
active =

{
vkRT ,a, a = 1, . . . , A /Rreq

kRT
> 0
}

, Kactive = Kv
BE ∪ K

RT,v
active .

6: end if
7: Build the preference lists PLk of users in Kactive. Set M(si) = ∅,∀si ∈ S.

Phase 1: Active users apply to subbands
8: if CAS setting then
9: Each user k ∈ Kactive proposes to the first subband in PLk.

10: else if DAS setting then
11: Each real user k ∈ Kactive chooses its proposing virtual user vk,ap and proposes to the first subband in PLvk,a

p
.

12: end if
13: Find the applicant set AS(si) for each subband si ∈ S, AS(si) = AS(si) ∪M(si), ∀si ∈ S.

Phase 2: Subbands make decisions
14: if AS(si) 6= ∅ and AS(si) ∩ KRT

active 6= ∅ then
15: M(si) = {k∗RT }, where k∗RT = argmax

kl
RT
∈AS(si)∩KRT

active

U t
RT (k

l
RT , si).

16: Update Rreq
k∗RT

, KRT
active,K

RT,v
active and Kactive.

17: else if AS(si) 6= ∅ then
18: M(si) = {k∗BE}, where k∗BE = argmax

kl
BE∈AS(si)

U t
BE(k

l
BE , si).

19: end if
Phase 3: Preference lists update

20: Each user k that proposed to si,∀si ∈ S, removes si from PLk.
Repeat Phases 1, 2 and 3 until PLk = ∅, ∀k ∈ Kactive

B. Estimation of the number of subbands per antenna

To find Na, ∀a ∈ A, we first use wk,a, the large-scale fading parameter between user k and
antenna a, as was done in [30]:

Na =
⌊ S ×

∑K
k=1 wk,a∑A

a=1

∑K
k=1 wk,a

⌋
, a ∈ A. (12)

However, contrary to [30], in our work, this estimation is only used for initial power ap-

proximation and does not dictate the number of assigned subbands to each antenna a in each

timeslot.
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Using this initial estimation of the number of subbands per antenna, Algorithm 2 provides

the final assignment of users and subbands to antennas. In each iteration of Algorithm 2, each

antenna performs equal-power distribution using its estimated number of assigned subbands.

Then, subband assignment is determined using Algorithm 1. The number of subbands per antenna

is then updated, as well as Pa, ∀a ∈ A. Algorithm 2 converges when the number of subbands

per antenna remains unchanged between two successive iterations.

Algorithm 2 OMA-DAS Resource Allocation
Input: N ,KRT ,KBE ,HRT ,HBE ,R

req
RT ,LRT ,TBE , t

Output: ART ,ABE ,RRT ,RBE ,N // N is the number of subbands per antenna
1: Repeat:
2: N old = N .
3: Pa = PDAS/Na.
4: Find the assignment of users and subbands to antennas according to Algorithm 1.
5: Using the resulting ART and ABE , re-calculate N ∈ NA×1 and P ∈ RA×1

+ as well as RRT and RBE .

6: Until convergence

V. MATCHING THEORY IN THE NOMA CONTEXT

Solving the resource allocation problem in the NOMA context using matching theory is not

straightforward. On the one hand, the power multiplexing constraints, neglected in previous works

like [26], must be respected to guarantee SIC stability. On the other hand, applying the methods

proposed in previous works like [26] and [37] does not guarantee the rate requirements of RT

users. Nor does applying the same algorithms proposed in sections III and IV, while allowing

multiple users to be scheduled on the same subband. Moreover, because of the interdependencies

between users’ preferences, due to the inter-user interference between paired users on NOMA

subbands, the outcome of these algorithms is not guaranteed to be optimal. That is why, in this

section, we generalize the resource allocation techniques proposed in the previous sections to

encompass the NOMA case, starting with the NOMA-CAS context.

The proposed solution to the resource allocation problem in the NOMA-CAS context is divided

into two stages. The first one, consisting of the assignment of single RT users and NOMA BE

users, aims at maximizing the number of satisfied RT users, as well as boosting the performance

of BE users when possible. The second stage, where user pairings are performed on the subbands

allocated to RT users, aims at further enhancing system performance.
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A. Assignment of Subbands to Single RT Users and NOMA BE Users

To ensure that rate requirements of RT users are met, the allocation process starts by scheduling

OMA RT users, as done in section III. The preference relations of RT users and subbands are

formulated in the same way as in section III. If all RT users reach their rate requirements and free

subbands remain in the system, BE users are scheduled on these subbands directly via NOMA.

NOMA Matching Game for BE Users: In [26], matching theory was used to solve the

subband allocation problem in NOMA and a technique based on the DA algorithm was proposed.

However, interdependencies between users’ preferences exist in the NOMA case because of the

interference brought by non-orthogonally scheduling different users on the same subband. This is

why previous work as in [27] and [37] performed a swapping step at the end of the matching step

to further enhance system performance. This step allows different users to swap their assigned

subbands, conditioned by the approval of all involved players, and generally requires a significant

number of additional iterations.

In this study, we follow a different direction by allowing single users as well as pairs of users

to make proposals. By doing so, interdependencies between users are directly taken into account,

without the need for an additional swap phase. Also, thanks to this new idea, a hybrid-NOMA

system (where subbands are either allocated to sole or paired users) is enabled, which achieves

a better performance than non-hybrid NOMA [38].

Similarly to the previous sections, the sets of players in the NOMA-CAS case are subbands

and users. However, the user set, denoted by US , now consists of both single users and pairs

of users. It contains |KBE|+ P (|KBE|, 2) elements, where |KBE| accounts for single users and

P (|KBE|, 2) for user pairs. Each user combination in US complies with the following definition

to form its preference list.

Definition 6. Each user combination usn ∈ US divides the available power per subband, Ps,
among its members according to the fractional transmit power allocation (FTPA) [13] (Note that
if |usn| = 1, Ps is entirely allocated to the sole user in usn). Then, usn bases its preferences on
(13), where Rusn,si is the rate achieved by users in the set usn on subband si.

si �usn sj if Rusn,si > Rusn,sj . (13)

For subbands, the utility achieved by scheduling usn is defined in (14), with U tBE(k, si) given
by (10).

U t
BE(usn, si) =

∑
k∈usn

U t
BE(k, si), (14)
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Then, subbands base their preferences on the following relation:

usn �si usm if U t
BE(usn, si) > U t

BE(usm, si). (15)

Phases 1 and 2 of Algorithm 3 describe the steps involved in the first stage of the resource

allocation technique in the NOMA-CAS case.
B. NOMA Pairing on Subbands Assigned to RT Users

Since the first stage of the proposed solution in the NOMA-CAS context schedules RT users

based on OMA and assuming equal inter-subband power repartition, some scheduled RT users

exceed their required rates, while others may not have satisfied their requirements (because of

system congestion or bad channel states). Consequently, in this second stage of the allocation

process, NOMA pairing is performed on the subbands assigned to RT users in the first stage.
This second stage starts by finding the amount of power that satisfied RT users can spare,

without jeopardizing their satisfaction. Therefore, for each RT user having exceeded its required
rate, the following optimization problem is solved:

min
pkRT

∑
s∈SkRT

pkRT ,s (16)

such that
∑

s∈SkRT

RkRT ,s = Rreq
kRT

(16a)

0 ≤ pkRT ,s,as ≤ Ps. (16b)

In (16), SkRT
is the set of subbands assigned to user kRT in the first stage of the allocation

process. Solving the above optimization problem leads to the well-known waterfilling solution:

pkRT ,s =

[
λkRT

Bc

log(2)
− N0Bc

H2
kRT ,s,as

]Ps

0

. (17)

In (17), λkRT
is the Lagrange multiplier given by:

λkRT
= 2

1
SkRT

R
req
kRT
Bc
−

∑
s∈SkRT

log2

(
H2

kRT ,s

log(2)N0

)
. (18)

The required rate on s ∈ SkRT
is given by:

Rreq
kRT ,s = Bc log2

(
1 +

pkRT ,sH
2
kRT ,s

N0Bc

)
. (19)

This rate must be guaranteed regardless of the pairing order on s. Note that if the rate RkRT ,s

obtained on s at the end of the first allocation stage is lower than Rreq
kRT ,s

, s is removed from
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SRT , the set of subbands available for NOMA pairing (given by step 7 of Algorithm 3). In the

opposite case, s can be shared with another user. To guarantee Rreq
kRT ,s

, two separate cases are

considered concerning the channel gain of the candidate user for pairing, k′:

1) hkRT ,s > hk′,s: In this case, kRT is paired as first user on s with a required rate given

by (19). However, to guarantee SIC stability, pkRT ,s < pk′,s must hold. This translates into

considering s for NOMA pairing if pkRT ,s < Ps/2. If this condition is verified, the available

power for k′ on s is: p2,av
s = Ps − pkRT ,s.

2) hkRT ,s < hk′,s: In this case, kRT is paired as second user on s. To guarantee Rreq
kreq ,s

, kRT
needs to be assigned a power equal to:

p2,req
kRT ,s =

(a− 1)
(
Psh

2
kRT ,s +N0Bc

)
ah2kRT ,s

, (20)

where a = 2
Rreq

kRT ,s/Bc . SIC stability is guaranteed if p2,req
kRT ,s > Ps/2 which is warranted if a ≥ 2.

Hence, if being scheduled as second user, the required rate of kRT to ensure SIC stability is

chosen to be Rreq
kRT ,s = max

(
Rreq

kRT ,s, Bc

)
. In the case where Rreq

kRT ,s takes the value of Bc, p2,req
kRT ,s is

recalculated to reflect the change. Then, the power available for a potential first user k′ is given

by: p1,av
s = Ps − p2,req

kRT ,s
.

Having determined the amounts of power available for NOMA pairing, the matching algorithm

proposed for the second allocation stage can now be described.
The active users in this second stage are the unsatisfied RT users and the BE users, hence
Kactive = {KBE ∪ kRT ∈ KRT/Rreq

kRT
> 0}. First, the achievable rate of each candidate user

k ∈ Kactive over subband s ∈ Srem (where kRT is scheduled) is calculated using (21). Then, each
active user builds its preference list according to the decreasing order of achievable rates.

Rav
k,s =


Bc log2

(
1 +

p1,av
s h2k,s
N0Bc

)
, if hk,s > hkRT ,s,

Bc log2

(
1 +

p2,av
s h2

k,s

pkRT ,sh2
k,s+N0Bc

)
, otherwise.

(21)

Since only one additional user is to be scheduled on each subband allocated to RT users,

Algorithm 1 can be used to solve the second stage of the allocation process. However, instead

of considering all subbands in set S as done in Algorithm 1, only those assigned to RT users

in the previous stage must be considered (i.e. subbands in SRT ).

C. Matching Technique for NOMA-CAS

The complete algorithm used to solve the allocation problem in the NOMA-CAS setting is

given in Algorithm 3.
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Fig. 2: Flowchart of the proposed matching technique in the studied settings

D. Matching Technique in the NOMA-DAS Context

Resource allocation through matching theory in the NOMA-DAS case is conducted by incor-

porating the concepts from Section IV and subsections V-A, V-B and V-C. The proposed method

is detailed in Algorithm 3.

To summarize, the flowchart in Fig. 2 shows how the matching technique is used in the

different system settings.

VI. ANALYSIS OF STABILITY, CONVERGENCE AND COMPLEXITY

To analyze the properties of the proposed matching technique in all studied system settings

(i.e. OMA-CAS, OMA-DAS, NOMA-CAS, NOMA-DAS), we separately consider the following

two parts: 1) The matching algorithm, 2) The iterative approach proposed to find the number of

subbands per antenna in the DAS case.

A. Properties of the Matching Technique

Before discussing the stability property of the matching technique, the definition of blocking

pair [29] is first recalled.
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Algorithm 3 Priority-Aware NOMA DA Algorithm
Input: KRT ,KBE ,HRT ,HBE ,R

req
RT ,LRT ,TBE , t

Output: ART ,ABE ,RRT ,RBE

Initialization:
1: KRT

active =
{
kRT ∈ KRT /R

req
kRT

> 0
}

in the CAS setting and KRT
active =

{
vkRT ,a, a = 1, . . . , A /Rreq

kRT
> 0
}

in the DAS setting.
2: Build the preference lists PLk of users in KRT

active.
3: Set M(si) = ∅, ∀si ∈ S.
4: Pa = PDAS/Na, ∀a ∈ A. // Only in DAS setting

Repeat steps 5 to 27 in the DAS setting
5: N old = N .

Phase 1: Scheduling RT users
6: Perform phases 1, 2 and 3 from Algorithm 1.

Repeat Phase 1 until PLk = ∅, ∀k ∈ KRT
active || KRT

active = ∅
7: SRT ← Subbands used by RT users,

Srem ← S \ SRT .
Phase 2: Scheduling BE users

8: if Srem 6= ∅ then
Initialization:

9: Construct user set US consisting of both single users and user pairs in the CAS setting (resp.
virtual user set in the DAS setting consisting of virtual users and user sets).

10: Build the preference lists PLusn of user sets usn ∈ US .
11: Set M(si) = ∅, ∀si ∈ Srem.

Phase 2.1: BE users and BE pairs apply to subbands
12: Each usn ∈ US proposes to the first subband in PLusn in the CAS setting (In the DAS setting, each

real user chooses its proposing virtual user usvn and proposes to the first subband in PLusvn
).

13: Construct the applicant set AS(si) for each subband si ∈ Srem, AS(si) = AS(si)∪M(si), ∀si ∈ Srem.
Phase 2.2: Subbands make decisions

14: if AS(si) 6= ∅ then
15: M(si) = {us∗n}, where us∗n = argmax

usn∈A(si)

U t
BE(usn, si).

16: end if
Phase 2.3: Preference lists update

17: Each user set usn that proposed to si, ∀si ∈ Srem, removes si from PLusn .
Repeat Phases 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 until PLusn = ∅, ∀ usn ∈ US

18: end if
19: Using the resulting ART and ABE , re-calculate N ∈ NA×1 and P ∈ RA×1

+ as well as RRT and RBE .
Phase 3: NOMA pairing on subbands assigned to RT users

20: if SRT 6= ∅ then
21: Find RT users that exceed their required rates Kexcess

RT .
22: Solve (16) for k ∈ Kexcess

RT .
23: Find the available power on s ∈ SRT .
24: Kactive = {KBE ∪ kRT ∈ KRT /R

req
kRT

> 0}.
25: Build preference lists for users in Kactive.
26: Use Algorithm 1 to schedule additional users on subbands belonging to SRT .
27: end if
28: Until convergence
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Definition 7. Given a matching Ψ and a pair (kn, si), where kn ∈ US ∪ KRT and si ∈ S, with

kn /∈ Ψ(si) and si /∈ Ψ(kn), (kn, si) forms a blocking pair if:

1) kn �si Ψ(si),

2) si �kn sj,where sj ∈ Ψ(kn).

With the definition above, it is now possible to define the concept of stability and prove that

the proposed matching technique does indeed converge towards a stable matching.

Definition 8. If there is no blocking pair (kn, si) ∈ Ψ, matching Ψ is considered stable.

Theorem 1. The proposed matching technique in all system settings is guaranteed to converge

to a stable matching Ψ∗.

Proof. See Appendix A. �

Theorem 2. The matching technique is guaranteed to converge after a limited number of

iterations for all studied system settings.

Proof. See Appendix B. �

Theorem 3. The maximum complexity of the proposed matching technique isO ((KRT + |US|)AS2),

and is achieved in the NOMA-DAS setting.

Proof. See Appendix C. �

B. Properties of the Iterative Approach

Theorem 4. The iterative approach introduced in Algorithm 2 is guaranteed to converge within

a limited number of iterations.

Proof. See Appendix D. �

Concerning the complexity of Algorithm 2, the number of iterations cannot be given in a

closed form expression because it is not certain at which round the algorithm converges to

the final solution. However, an upper bound on the complexity can be derived. Since system

performance increases after each iteration, if ∆P denotes the performance gain yielded by the

iterative approach and δmin is the minimum increase in performance at each iteration, an upper

bound on the complexity of this method is given by O( ∆P
δmin

).
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VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The performance of the proposed subband assignment technique based on matching theory,

denoted by “MM”, is evaluated in this section through simulations. The performance of MM

is tested in the OMA-CAS, OMA-DAS, NOMA-CAS and NOMA-DAS settings. A variation

of the MM method, denoted by MM-FA, in the DAS settings is also tested. MM-FA adopts

the approach of [30] and determines the number of subbands per antenna, Na, ∀a ∈ A, at the

beginning of the resource allocation algorithm based on the average path-loss experienced by

all users. For fair comparison, each antenna a is assigned the Na subbands having the highest

average channel gain for all users. The performance achieved by the greedy method, denoted by

“GM”, that was formerly proposed in [8] is also shown for comparison.

The parameters used in the simulations are summarized in Table II [39]. When a CAS case is

considered, one antenna is assumed to be located at the center of the cell. In the case of DAS,

A = 4 RRHs are assumed to be deployed in the cell. In addition to the centrally located antenna,

the other 3 antennas are equally distanced and positioned on a circle of radius 2Rd/3, Rd being

the cell radius, with an angular separation of 120◦. The power budget per cell is 40 W; when DAS

is considered, this budget is equally partitioned between antennas leading to 10 W per antenna.

The number of RT users KRT , is varied between 5 and 30 to depict different system congestion

levels. To reflect different RT application requirements, RT users are partitioned among 3 classes

(C1, C2 and C3). Users in all 3 classes request 105 bits. However, a user kRT ∈ C1 has a latency

limit LkRT
= 6 timeslots, whereas if kRT ∈ C2 (resp. kRT ∈ C3), LkRT

= 10 timeslots (resp.

LkRT
= 15 timeslots). For all KRT values, it is assumed that 20% of the users belong to each

of C1 and C2 while the remaining 60% users belong to C3. The number of BE users KBE is

maintained at 20 throughout the simulations.

TABLE II: Simulation Parameters

Cell Radius Rd 500 m Overall Transmission Bandwidth 10 MHz

Number of subbands 16 Cell Power Budget 40 Watts (46 dBm)

Number of RT users in the cell 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 Number of BE users in the cell 20

Distance Dependent Path Loss
128.1 + 37.6 log10(d)(dB),

Receiver Noise Density 4.10−18 mW/Hz
d in Km

A. Convergence of the Proposed Method

First, the convergence of the iterative method that aims to find the number of subbands per

antenna is observed. Fig. 3a plots the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the number of
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iterations needed for Algorithm 2 to converge for both the OMA and NOMA settings, when

the number of RT users takes the values 10 and 20. The CDF shows that the proposed method

converges within a small number of iterations (90% of the cases converge within 8 iterations)

for both the OMA and the NOMA settings, as well as for both KRT = 10 and KRT = 20 users.

The convergence of the NOMA settings is slightly slower than its OMA counterpart. Fig. 3a

shows that the convergence of the setting with KRT = 10 users is slower than the one with 20

RT users. In fact, when KRT = 10, BE users have a higher chance of being scheduled. Hence,

all 30 users (10 RT users and 20 BE users) contribute to deciding on the assignment of subbands

to the RRHs. However, when KRT = 20, the system is more congested and BE users have a

harder time getting resources. Therefore, the subband to antennas assignment is mostly decided

upon by the 20 RT users in this case, which explains the faster convergence.
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Fig. 3: CDF of the number of iterations needed: (a) to find the number of subbands per antenna,
(b) for the matching method with KRT = 10

In Fig. 3b, the convergence of the MM technique is shown for the different settings, when

KRT = 10 users. As expected, the OMA settings converge faster than the NOMA ones. However,

it can be seen that the maximum number of iterations needed for MM to converge is AS = 64

in the DAS settings, which is a relatively small number of iterations.

B. Performance of the MM Technique

In Fig. 4, the performance of the proposed technique in terms of RT users satisfaction is

evaluated. It can be noted that, until KRT = 15 users, MM and GM perform similarly regardless

of the considered scenario. However, as the cell becomes more congested with a larger number

of RT users, MM outperforms GM in all its variations. More concretely, when KRT = 30, GM

achieves almost no satisfaction for RT users. However, MM-OMA-CAS (resp. MM-OMA-DAS)

outperforms its GM equivalent by almost 28% (resp. 62 %). Also, in the NOMA cases, MM-

NOMA-CAS (resp. MM-NOMA-DAS) outperforms its GM equivalent by almost 30% (resp.
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63%). Fig. 4 also shows the gains achieved by the iterative method to find the number of

subbands per antenna introduced in Algorithm 2. For example, when KRT = 30 users, MM-

OMA-DAS (resp. MM-NOMA-DAS) outperforms MM-FA-OMA-DAS (resp. MM-FA-NOMA-

DAS) by almost 30% (resp. 26%). Additionally, the results show the gain achieved by using a

DAS setting, in comparison to CAS, as it can increase the performance by more than 30%.
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Fig. 4: Percentage of satisfied RT users for the CAS settings (left) and the DAS settings (right)

Having observed the performance enhancement brought by the DAS settings, hereinafter, only

the performance of MM-NOMA-CAS will be compared to the other methods as it has the best

behavior in the CAS setting. Also, MM-FA-OMA-DAS will be dropped since it is outperformed

by its NOMA version.

In Fig. 5, the percentage of satisfied RT users per class is shown. As previously stated, GM

and MM both satisfy all RT users when KRT ≤ 15 users. However, when KRT ≥ 20, the

performance of GM degrades and the satisfaction of RT users belonging to the strictest class,

C1 (with a latency of 6 timeslots), is mostly affected. In fact, for KRT = 25 for example, the

GM technique achieves close to 10% satisfaction for users belonging to C1 in the case of a DAS

system, while a CAS system cannot satisfy any user in C1. On the other hand, MM-OMA-DAS

and MM-NOMA-DAS achieve both almost 96% satisfaction while the CAS versions achieve

almost 70% satisfaction. For the more relaxed classes, the percentage of satisfied RT users with

the GM method is higher than for C1, since their requirements are more relaxed. Hence, even

if the GM algorithm achieves an acceptable global percentage of satisfaction for KRT = 20 and

25, this performance results from the satisfaction of the users in the most relaxed classes. This

is not the case for the MM algorithm which prioritizes users having more strict requirements.

Therefore, it achieves an acceptable performance in all classes.

Remark. In Fig. 5, for C1, we notice that MM-OMA-DAS outperforms MM-NOMA-DAS for a

system consisting of 30 RT users. This results from the fact that at timeslot t, for NOMA pairing,

all additional power allocated to a satisfied RT user kRT is taken away from it to accommodate
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Fig. 5: Percentage of satisfied RT users per class

more users via NOMA. Hence, the rate achieved by kRT at t is equal to its required rate, not

more. At a subsequent timeslot t′ (t < t′ ≤ LkRT
), kRT might not be able to reach its required

rate (for example, because of a bad channel state). However, if kRT was allowed to exceed its

required rate at timeslot t, the required rate at t′ would be reduced and hence kRT could have

been satisfied. A solution for this problem might be to allow RT users to keep a small amount

of additional power during the NOMA pairing step.

Fig. 6a shows the achieved rate of BE users as KRT increases. As expected, the sum rate of

BE users decreases for all methods as KRT grows, as less resources are available for BE users.

Both methods (GM and MM) perform similarly when it comes to the sum rate achieved by BE

users. For example, for the NOMA-DAS case, GM-NOMA-DAS achieves almost 1 Mbps gain

over MM-NOMA-DAS when KRT = 5 or 10 users. However, for KRT = 20 or 25 users, MM-

NOMA-DAS achieves almost 3 Mbps gain over GM-NOMA-DAS. Therefore, while significantly

enhancing the satisfaction of RT users, MM does not degrade the sum rate of BE users. Moreover,

MM-NOMA-DAS greatly outperforms MM-FA-NOMA-DAS. Hence, the complexity added by

the use of Algorithm 2 is justified by the enhanced performance for both RT and BE users.
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Fig. 6: (a) Achieved rate for BE users as KRT increases, (b) System Fairness in terms of KRT

In Fig. 6b, we show the fairness achieved by the different methods in terms of KRT . System
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fairness is assessed through Jain’s fairness index [40]: J =
(
∑

k∈KBE
Rk)

2

KBE
∑

k∈KBE
R2

k
, where Rk is the

total rate achieved by user k. Jain’s fairness index ranges between 0 and 1 with the maximum

achieved in the case of optimal fairness. It can be seen that MM-NOMA-DAS outperforms its

FA counterpart. Putting MM-FA apart, Fig. 6b shows that all considered methods have a good

performance in terms of fairness with a Jain index higher than 0.9, with an advantage for the

DAS settings. Therefore, system fairness is not a deciding factor in the evaluation of the different

methods. It should be noted that although the OMA versions slightly outperform the NOMA

ones, NOMA increases the minimum individual rate of BE users. Hence, the slightly decreased

fairness is due to some users having slightly more rate that others in the NOMA setting.

To show the adequacy of the proposed metrics in (9) and (10), their performance is compared

against the unified metric proposed in [2], given by (22), where αk = 1 for BE users and

αk = 1 + t for RT users. θk(t) is the normalized delay.

UMk,s(t) = αkR
t
k,s exp(θk(t)). (22)

To compare, a NOMA-DAS setting is considered and Algorithm 3 is employed. However, the

preference relation of the subbands is modified depending on the tested metric. The performance

of the unified metric is denoted by MM-NOMA-DAS-Metric 2 in the simulations.
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Fig. 7: Percentage of Satisfied RT Users as KRT increases (left); Average Number of Bits
Received by Unsatisfied RT Users as KRT increases (right)

Fig. 7 compares the performance of the two metrics for RT users. In terms of the percentage

of satisfied RT users, Fig. 7 (left) shows that both metrics achieve a similar performance for

KRT ≤ 15 users. As KRT increases, (22) outperforms (9) by up to 10% for KRT = 30. That is

because (22) privileges users with a high rate. In contrast, (9) seeks to achieve a high fairness

between RT users by accounting for the received rate before timeslot t. In other words, even if

it were unable to satisfy all users, (9) aims at approaching most RT users to their requirements,
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as shown in Fig. 7 (right). Indeed, Fig. 7 (right) shows that (9) increases the amount of received

data bits of unsatisfied RT users by up to 3.6× 104 bits, when compared to (22).
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Fig. 8: Achieved Sum Rate of BE Users in terms of KRT (left); Achieved Jain Fairness Index
in terms of KRT (right)

Fig. 8 compares the performance of both metrics for BE users. As expected, (22) achieves a

higher sum rate for BE users than (10). This is due to the fact that in (22), only the achievable

rate of BE users is taken into account, without any fairness consideration. This is not the case

of (10), which seeks to achieve a tradeoff between rate and fairness maximization. The superior

performance of (10) in terms of fairness is shown in Fig. 8 (right).

Fig. 7 and 8 show the different tradeoffs existing between the used metrics and (22). In

the current paper, our goal is to formulate a matching theory based solution for the resource

allocation problem in CAS, DAS, OMA and NOMA settings, without necessarily focusing on

the optimal scheduling metric. However, to find new metrics reaping the best of these compared

ones, a possible future work could consider the formulation, analysis and comparison between

multiple metrics. Then, the new metrics can be readily plugged into our proposed algorithms.

On a final note, the performance of the proposed matching-based technique was compared with

the optimal solution found by exhaustive search in the NOMA-DAS setting and denoted by ES-

NOMA-DAS. For moderate values of the system parameters (S = 2, and 4 subbands, KRT = 2

users and KBE ranging from 2 to 6 users), the matching-based technique was able to achieve

more than 90% of the performance of ES-NOMA-DAS, albeit with a much lower complexity.

More precisely, MM-NOMA-DAS requires 2.78% and 5.36× 10−4% of the complexity of ES-

NOMA-DAS when KBE = 6 users, for 2 and 4 subbands, respectively. Moreover, Fig. 9 shows a

comparison of the Pareto Frontier (the achieved data rate of BE users vs. the minimum percentage

of satisfied RT users) between ES-NOMA-DAS and MM-NOMA-DAS, for KRT = KBE = 4

users and S = 2 subbands. It can be clearly seen that the total throughput achieved by BE users

decreases when the minimum percentage of satisfied RT users increases. This is due to RT users
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requiring more resources for a higher percentage of satisfied RT users, leaving fewer resources

for BE users. Fig. 9 also shows that the slope of decrease of the exhaustive search method

and the matching technique is relatively the same. Moreover, the matching technique achieves

90% of the performance of ES-NOMA-DAS on average, with a much lower complexity. As

a conclusion, depending on the system requirements regarding the satisfaction of RT users, a

different performance of BE users can be achieved.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, subband allocation for mixed traffic types was studied for different system

settings. For all settings, a new subband allocation method based on matching theory was

proposed in such a way to take into account the particularities of each traffic type. Additionally,

an iterative approach to determine the number of subbands per antenna for the DAS cases

was introduced. The proposed techniques aim at maximizing the satisfaction of RT users while

preserving a good performance for BE users. Simulation results showed that the proposed method

based on matching theory outperforms the previously introduced greedy method by up to 63% in

terms of RT users satisfaction when KRT = 30 users. Moreover, the use of DAS in combination

with MM was shown to increase satisfaction by more than 30%, compared to its CAS counterpart.

APPENDIX A

PROOF OF THEOREM 1

Suppose that there exists a pair (kn, si) /∈ Ψ∗ such that (kn, si) forms a blocking pair.

According to phases 1 and 2 of Algorithm 1 (as well as Algorithm 3), kn has already proposed

to si and was rejected at a certain iteration q, meaning that Ψq(si) �si kn, where Ψq is the

matching state at iteration q. Since Ψ∗(si) �si Ψq(si), si is matched to its final partner Ψ∗(si)

which it prefers to kn. Hence, (kn, si) does not form a blocking pair and the matching Ψ∗ is

stable. It should be noted that a stable matching is guaranteed to exist since the problem is

modeled as a one-to-many matching game [29].
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APPENDIX B

PROOF OF THEOREM 2

At the beginning of the algorithm, each active user k builds a preference list PLk over the

S subbands. Therefore, PLk, ∀k ∈ K, has initially S elements, hence has a finite size. At

each iteration of the algorithm, after subbands make decisions regarding accepted users (or

user combinations in the NOMA case), each active user removes the subband it proposed to

at the current iteration from its preference list. Hence, as the number of iterations increases,

the preference lists of active users become smaller. When the maximum number of iterations is

reached, the preference lists of active users become empty and the algorithm converges. Next,

the maximum number of iterations needed by each setting is evaluated.

1) OMA-CAS: Each user can propose to, at most, S subbands, leading to a maximum number

of iterations of S for OMA-CAS .

2) OMA-DAS: The DAS context involves duplicating each user A times. Hence, the system

consists of A×K virtual users, each having preferences over the S subbands. In addition

to that, during each iteration, only one of the duplicated users is allowed to propose to its

favorite subband. Therefore, at each iteration, K entries of the preference lists are removed,

which leads to the maximum number of iterations being upper bounded by A× S.

3) NOMA-CAS: For NOMA, the matching technique is divided into two stages: assignment

of subbands followed by user pairing on the subbands assigned to RT users. In the first

stage, since we have S subbands in the system, a user (or user pair) can propose to at most

S subbands, meaning that the maximum number of iterations before reaching convergence

is also S. For the second stage, the maximum number of iterations is given by the number

of subbands assigned to RT users, which is upper bounded by S also. Hence, the maximum

number of iterations before the CAS version of Algorithm 3 converges is 2× S.

4) NOMA-DAS: The maximum number of iterations in this case is an extension of the OMA-

DAS and NOMA-CAS ones. In the first step of the allocation technique, A × S is the

maximum number of iterations followed by a maximum of S iterations for the second part.

Hence, an upper bound for the maximum number of iterations is S × (A+ 1).
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APPENDIX C

PROOF OF THEOREM 3

The complexity of the proposed matching technique in all system settings is dominated by two

steps: 1. sorting the subbands to form the preference lists, 2. the matching step which involves

making proposals and decisions. In Table III, the complexity of each system setting is evaluated.

For comparison, the complexity of the optimal method based on exhaustive search is also given.

TABLE III: Complexity Analysis

OMA-CAS OMA-DAS NOMA-CAS NOMA-DAS
Sorting Complexity O(KS2) O(KAS2) O((KRT + |US|)S2) O((KRT + |US|)AS2)

Matching Complexity O(KS) O(KAS) O((KRT + |US|)S) O((KRT + |US|)AS)
Overall Complexity O(KS2) O(KAS2) O((KRT + |US|)S2) O((KRT + |US|)AS2)

Exhaustive Search Complexity O(KS) O((K ×A)S) O
(
(K + P (K, 2))S

)
O
(
((K + P (K, 2))×A)S

)

APPENDIX D

PROOF OF THEOREM 4

The number of subbands and antennas of the considered system is limited. Hence, the number

of potential assignments of subbands to antennas is finite. Furthermore, system performance is

evaluated in terms of RT users satisfaction and BE users sum rate. It can be shown that system

performance is enhanced after each iteration. Since system performance has an upper bound

because of the limited spectral resources, the iterative approach terminates when this upper

bound is reached. Therefore, the number of subbands per antenna can be found in a limited

number of iterations.
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